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Abstract

The central complex of the insect brain is a remarkably miniaturized yet
highly complex multimodal information processing network. Recent work on
central complex development in Drosophila and grasshopper reveals that the
cells comprising its complex circuitry are generated by a surprisingly small
number of primary progenitors. Among these, four identified neural stem
cells generate a large number of neurons though a novel mode of
neurogenesis that involves self-renewing intermediate progenitor cells.
Interestingly, a comparable mode of amplification of proliferation also
operates in the developing mammalian cortex, and may be a general strategy
for increasing brain size and complexity. While this type of proliferation
generates a large number of progeny, it is also prone to dysregulation,
resulting in brain tumors. Thus, furthering our knowledge of the development
of the central complex is likely to be valuable not only for understanding
brain complexity, but also may have important implications for identifying
developmental pathways that go awry during tumor formation.
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Introduction
The insect brain is a highly complex structure composed of hundreds of thousands of
neurons that are interconnected in numerous exquisitely organized neuropile assemblies
such as the optic lobes, mushroom bodies, antennal lobes and central complex
[1](Glossary). The central complex, located in the midline of the protocerebrum
(forebrain), comprises thousands of neurons representing some 50 neural types arranged
in a modular neuropile neuroarchitecture whose basic elements are remarkably conserved
across insect species [1-9]. In insects, such as the grasshopper Schistocerca and the fruitfly
Drosophila, the central complex comprises five major modules: the protocerebral bridge
(PB), central body (CB), ellipsoid body (EB), noduli (N) and lateral accessory lobes (LAL)
(see Box 1 Fig. Ia, b, c). The central complex is involved in multimodal information
processing and visual memory storage as well as in coordinating motor behaviors such as
walking, flying and stridulation [10-18]. Accordingly, mutant analyses in Drosophila reveal
that malformed or missing modules have profound effects on coordinated locomotory
behavior [11,12,19].
The intricate neural circuitry of the central complex is generated during development.
Insight into the cellular and molecular mechanisms that operate during central complex
development has come from both the grasshopper, an advantageous cellular model system,
and the fruitfly, an excellent genetic model system. In both of these insect model systems,
the large numbers of neural elements that make up the central complex are generated by a
small set of identified stem cell-like primary progenitors [20-24]. Some of these primary
progenitors have been shown to generate astonishingly large lineages of neural progeny
through a novel form of neurogenesis involving amplification of proliferation through selfrenewing intermediate progenitors [25-29]. This review focuses on the remarkable cellular
and molecular mechanisms involved in generating the large cell numbers required to
initiate and complete central complex development during a restricted time window. The
parallels revealed in insect brain development as compared to mammalian brain
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development suggest that amplifying intermediate progenitor cells may represent a general
and evolutionarily conserved mechanism for producing the large neural cell numbers and
diverse cell types necessary for complex brain circuitry.

Neural stem cells and lineage-specific development of the central complex
In the grasshopper and Drosophila, the neurons of the central brain, defined as the
supraesophageal ganglion without the optic lobes [30], derive from approximately 100
bilaterally symmetrical pairs of primary progenitors with neural stem cell properties (often
referred to as neuroblasts for historical reasons), each of which has been individually
identified [31-38]. Neural stem cells (NSCs) are primary progenitor cells that give rise to
neural lineages comprising differentiated neurons or glial cells (for a review, see [39]). A
number of studies indicate that each of these developing NSCs acquires an intrinsic
capacity for neuronal proliferation in a cell autonomous manner and generates a specific
lineage of neural progeny which is nearly invariant and unique (for a review, see [40]).
This implies that each NSC acquires a specific identity which determines the number and
types of neural progeny it generates. This specification of NSCs has been shown to occur
via a combination of positional information, temporal cues, and combinatorial cues
provided by the suite of developmental control genes expressed by each progenitor [28,4144].
As is the case for the other neuropile structures in the central brain, the neurons of
the central complex are generated through the proliferative activity of NSCs. Surprisingly,
recent investigations indicate that a relatively small number of the central brain’s NSCs
generate the remarkably large number of neurons that make up the central complex. This
is noteworthy since the central complex commands a high proportion of the neurons found
in the brain [1,21,45], a fact which documents that there has been a major evolutionary
investment towards generating its intricate neuroarchitecture [2,7,46]. Further,
developmental constraints require that this complex neuroarchitecture be built within a
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very limited time frame; during mid- to late-embryogenesis in organisms that develop
directly (grasshopper) [38], and during the larva to adult transition for organisms that
develop indirectly (Drosophila) [47-49]. This raises the question of how such a large
number of neurons can be generated by such a small number of NSCs during such a short
developmental time period.
An identified subset of the NSCs in the brain contributes neural elements to the
developing central complex in grasshopper and Drosophila (Box 1). Cellular analyses show
that four of these identified NSCs located bilaterally at the midline of each protocerebral
brain hemisphere play a key role in central complex development in that their progeny
establish the basic columnar organization of this neuropile (Box 1 Fig. Id). In the
grasshopper (Fig. 1a), these NSCs, termed W, X, Y, Z, each generate a lineage-related suite
of neurons (Fig. 1b-e) which contribute fibers to substructures of the central complex via
the so-called w, x, y, z brain tracts (also see Box 1 Fig. Ib) [34,38]. Genetic analysis reveals
that a similar set of four NSCs is found in the developing brain of Drosophila, and each of
these four NSCs also generates a specific lineage-related cluster of neurons which
contribute fibers to the developing central complex (Fig. 1g) [21-24].
In Drosophila, these NSCs as well as the lineages of neurons that they generate can
be labeled specifically using clonal molecular genetic labeling techniques such as mosaic
analysis with a repressible cell marker (MARCM) [50] (Fig. 1h). This type of lineagespecific genetic labeling shows that the four lineages comprise the numerous columnar or
small field neurons that project to, innervate and interconnect the protocerebral bridge,
fan-shaped body, ellipsoid body and noduli of the central complex. In both grasshopper
(Fig. 1c-e) and Drosophila (Fig. 1h), the cellular organization of each of these NSC-derived
lineages is relatively stereotyped, with the large NSC located near the brain hemisphere’s
surface and its progeny extending in a clustered orderly array towards the central
neuropile such that the relative location of the cells within the cluster corresponds to their
birthdate. This results in a specific temporal topology of the lineage (Fig. 1f). This temporal
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topology is reflected in the formation of central complex circuitry in that the neurites of
later born neurons often project their processes along those of early born neurons to form
fascicle arrays that subsequently undergo more complex morphogenesis.

Novel forms of neurogenesis in central complex development
Recent studies demonstrate that two types of NSC-derived lineages exist in the developing
central brain [25-29]. Most of the brain’s NSCs give rise to so-called Type I lineages, for
example those which in the grasshopper are associated with the diffuse neuropile or the
mushroom bodies (Fig. 2a)[29]. In contrast, a small subset of the NSCs gives rise to socalled Type II lineages such as those associated with the W, X, Y, Z system of the
grasshopper central complex (Fig. 2b)[29]. These lineages contain 4 to 5 times more cells
as compared with most Type I lineages at the same stage of development (Fig. 2c).
Accordingly the four w, x, y, z Type II lineages occupy an over-proportionally large volume
of each brain hemisphere (see Fig. 1f) [29,38].
These striking differences between Type I and Type II lineages are also manifest in
the developing brain of Drosophila [25-28]. Here, most Type I NSCs generate lineages
comprising on average 100 - 120 adult-specific cells (Fig. 2d). In contrast, a total of 8 Type
II NSCs, including the four mideline-associated NSCs that generate small field neurons of
the central complex, produce lineages that have an average value of 450 (range 370-580)
cells and thus are considerably larger than the lineages contributing to other protocerebral
structures in each brain hemisphere (Fig. 2e) [22,25].
In Drosophila and in the grasshopper, a further interesting feature of some of the
Type II lineages has been discovered [22,29]. These lineages not only comprise a large set
of neurons, they also contain glial cells implying that Type II NSCs are multipotent
primary progenitors that can generate both neurons and glia (Fig. 2f, g, h).
In both insect model systems, the neural cells of the Type II central complex lineages
are generated during a restricted developmental period. All of the neurons are present by
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mid-embryogenesis in the grasshopper [34,38] and by early metamorphosis in Drosophila
[25]. This contrasts with some of the Type I lineages where neurons are generated during
much longer developmental periods. For example, the Type I NSCs that generate the
intrinsic cells of the mushroom body proliferate throughout development and, in some
insects which develop directly, continue to proliferate even into adulthood [51]. This
implies that Type II lineages can only attain their extraordinary size in the restricted time
available if additional, Type II-specific mechanisms for generating progeny are available.
One such novel mechanism for increasing neural proliferation has recently been
discovered in the NSCs that contribute to central complex development. These Type II
NSCs amplify neural proliferation through the generation of self-renewing intermediate
neural progenitor cells (INPs) that act as transit amplifying cells.

Amplification of neural stem cell proliferation through intermediate
progenitor cells
In the “classical” mode of neurogenesis that operates in Type I lineages, the NSCs as
primary progenitors divide asymmetrically in a stem cell mode to self-renew and generate
a smaller daughter cell called a ganglion mother cell (GMC). The GMC is a non selfrenewing secondary progenitor that undergoes a single terminal division to produce two
postmitotic progeny, neurons or glial cells [28,41,52,53]. In Type II lineages, the NSCs as
primary progenitors also divide asymmetrically in a stem cell mode to self-renew and
generate a smaller daughter cell, however, this daughter cell is a self-renewing
intermediate neural progenitor (INP) which has features characteristic of transit
amplifying cells [25-27]. Since each INP has the capacity to undergo a limited number of
(up to 10) divisions in which it self-renews, INPs have the potential to amplify neural cell
numbers markedly in the lineages in which they occur [54].
In the grasshopper, a group of mitotically active INPs is found in each of the (Type II)
w, x, y, z lineages of the central complex at mid-embryogenesis (Fig. 3a, b) [29]. These
7

INPs can be identified based on criteria such as cell shape and location, spindle
orientation, immunoreactivity and mode of division (self-renewal) (Fig. 3c). Each INP may
give rise, via multiple rounds of self-renewal, to a discrete subset of neural progeny within
the lineage. The INPs from a given lineage appear to be phase-locked with respect to the
cell cycle, remain in place for almost a fifth of total embryonic time, and cease mitotic
activity simultaneously during late embryogenesis [29].
In Drosophila, the corresponding Type II NSCs as well as the INPs generated by
these NSCs can be labeled and analysed molecularly using combinations of clonal genetic
and immunocytochemical molecular labeling techniques (Fig. 3d-h) [22,23,25-27,54]. The
INPs in each of these lineages are arranged as a clustered group of mitotically active cells
in the general vicinity of their parent NSC. Moreover, they can be unequivocally
distinguished from the (non self-renewing) GMCs in the lineage by the polarized
expression of the coiled-coil protein Miranda during mitosis [28,53]. Another
distinguishing fact is that INPs divide repeatedly to produce multicellular neuronal clones
composed of more than two postmitotic cells, which can be labeled with MARCM
techniques [25]. Interestingly, newly generated INPs represent an immature cell type that
is arrested in the G2 phase of the cell cycle [26,27]. Before re-entering the cell cycle, these
immature INPs must undergo a maturation process during which they acquire and actively
maintain their restricted proliferative potential (see Box 2 Fig. IIe) [54].

Molecular mechanisms underlying amplification
What are the molecular mechanisms that underlie the amplification of neurogenesis
in Type II lineages? All central brain NSCs undergo asymmetric cell divisions in which they
self-renew and generate a smaller daughter cell, and in this process they express a number
of key cell fate determinants and segregate these to the smaller daughter cell where they
act in the specification of this cell’s fate [55-57]. The progenitor cell types found in Type I
and Type II lineages manifest different combinations of these cell fate determinants and
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other key developmental control genes and, hence, can be identified on the basis of their
molecular expression patterns. For example, all Type I NSCs express both the basic helixloop-helix transcription factor Deadpan (Dpn) and the proneural transcription factor
Asense (Ase), and hence, can be distinguished from all Type II NSCs which express Dpn
but do not express Ase [26,28]. Similarly, immature INPs are Dpn-negative and Asenegative and thus can be distinguished from mature INPs which are Dpn-positive and Asepositive [26,28].
Three key asymmetrically segregated cell fate determinants expressed in Type I NSCs
are Numb, a tissue-specific repressor of the Notch pathway, Brain tumor (Brat), a
translational regulator and cell growth inhibitor, and Prospero (Pros), a transcriptional
activator/repressor (for reviews, see [28,53,58]). In Type I NSCs, all three cell fate
determinants act to ensure that the smaller daughter cell adopts a GMC fate and undergoes
a single terminal division. In Type II NSCs, Numb and Brat are also expressed and
asymmetrically segregated to the smaller daughter cell, however, Prospero is not [25-28].
As a consequence, the smaller daughter cell (the new-born, immature INP) that derives
from the Type II NSCs does not receive the Prospero cell fate determinant [25-27]. Since
the Prospero transcription factor has the dual function of repressing genes required for
self-renewal, such as stem cell fate genes and cell cycle genes, as well as activating genes
for terminal differentiation [59], the absence of Prospero in the new-born INP daughter
confers stem-cell like properties to this intermediate progenitor allowing it to undergo a
limited number of self-renewing proliferative divisions (Fig. 4a). Unlimited self-renewal
and proliferation of mature INPs is prevented by the expression of the dFezf/Earmuff
transcription factor which functions cell-autonomously to maintain the restricted mitotic
potential of these cells [54].

Conclusions and perspectives
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The amplification of neural proliferation through self-renewing intermediate progenitor
cells may be a general mechanism for generating complexity in the developing brains of
other animals, including mammals. While some of the neurons of the mammalian brain
derive directly from the division of NSCs, many other neurons (as well as glial cells),
notably in the developing mammalian cortex, are generated indirectly by NSCs through
one or multiple rounds of divisions of INPs, also referred to as basal progenitors, with
more restricted potential (Fig. 4b; see [39] for a review). Thus, in mammalian cortical
development, as in insect central complex development, intermediate progenitor cells, that
are functionally analogous to the transit amplifying cells present in the stem cell lineages
in other tissues, play a central role in the amplification of proliferation required to
generate the enormous number of neural cells that make up complex neural circuitry
[60,61]. Since, to our knowledge, self-renewing INP cells have only been reported in
insects and mammals, it will now be important to determine if INP-dependent
amplification of NSC proliferation occurs in other animal taxa and, hence, if it is a general
strategy for increasing size and complexity of the brain during development and evolution
(see Box 3).
Although the amplification of NSC proliferation via INPs in Type II lineages leads to
the large numbers of neurons required in central complex development, this type of
amplification is also prone to proliferative dysregulation and can lead to brain tumor
formation if genes involved in asymmetric cell fate determination are defective (Box 2).
Thus, the neural progenitors in the insect brain that are involved in a type of INPdependent amplifying mode of neurogenesis comparable to that seen in the mammalian
brain also appear to be the most highly prone to tumorigenesis. Understanding the
molecular and developmental pathways that go awry and lead to uncontrolled proliferation
of these cell populations may lead to important insights for future therapeutic treatments
for brain tumors.
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Figure legends

Figure 1: NSCs of the central complex in grasshopper (a-f) and Drosophila (g,h).

a. Map of NSCs from each protocerebral hemisphere (PC) of the grasshopper as at midembryogenesis. NSCs occupy stereotypic locations which are maintained until the cells
undergo apoptosis towards the end of embryogenesis. Of the 96 NSCs present in each PC,
8 from the so-called pars interecerbralis (PI) region (denoted as black cells) generate
progeny which build the modules of the central complex. Progeny from four (termed W, X,
Y, Z) contribute fiber projections to the central body itself via the w, x, y, z tracts (see Box 1
Figure Ib). Other abbreviations: OL optic lobe. Anterior (a) is to the top. Panel modified,
with permission, from [31]. b. Photomicrograph of a central complex lineage of the
grasshopper during very early embryogenesis following intracellular injection of lucifer
yellow dye into a NSC from a living brain. Dye has spread from the NSC to two GMCs
(black stars) and four progeny (black asterisks). Panel modified, with permission from
[38]. c-e. Development of the lineage generating the z tract of the central complex, derived
from the Z NSC (shaded blue). Arrows point to the posterior (p) and dorsal (d) orientations
and apply to all three panels. Data modified, with permission, from [73]. (c) At a stage
when 31% of embryogenesis has been completed, the Z NSC has generated about 15
progeny, none of which have yet pioneered the z tract. (d) At 39% of embryogenesis, the
NSC has generated over 50 progeny and the z tract is now visible (shaded grey), but
contains less than 10 fibres. (e) At a stage when 50% of embryogenesishas been completed,
there are over 100 progeny in the cluster. Cells which have been identified as making an
axonal contribution to the z tract are shaded grey. f. Drawing of the grasshopper brain in
side view (only inset to scale) showing the location in the protocerebrum of the Z cluster at
100% of embryogenesis. The lineage contains up to 150 progeny whose age progresses in
the direction of the dashed grey line. Axons project via the z tract to the protocerebral
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bridge (PB). Oldest cells (black) are located at the distal tip of the lineage. Inset shows a
magnified view of the most distal part of the Z cluster. The axon projections of 14 identified
cells (black) into the z tract reveal a temporal topology [73]. Other abbreviations: DC,
deutocerebrum; TC, tritocerebrum; VNC, ventral nerve cord; a,b,c, indicate subsets of
neuronal somata within the lineage with topographically ordered projections into the
associated tract. Panel modified, with permission, from [38]. g. Confocal image shows
green fluorescent protein (GFP)-labelled (green) Dorsomedial (DM) protocerebral lineages
of the larval brain of Drosophila which contribute to the central complex. White
arrowheads point to the four DM lineages (DM1-4) that correspond to the w, x, y, z
lineages of the grasshopper brain shown in (a). Also shown are glial cells of the brain
(magenta, immunolabeled for the glial specific homeobox protein Reversed polarity,
Repo). Anterior (a) is to the top, and the midline (m) is indicated. Panel modified, with
permission from [22]. h. Confocal image showing a MARCM clone with its NSC in the
protocerebrum of the larval brain of Drosophila. Cells in the cluster are GFP-labeled
(green) and express the neuronal marker Embyronic Lethal Abnormal Vision (ELAV)
(blue). Other markers: cell cycle marker Cyclin E (red). Panel modified, with permission,
from [2]. Scale bars represent 70µm (a), 40µm(b), 25µm (c-e), 20µm for magnified view in
(f), 15µm in (g) and 7µm in (h).

Figure 2: Structure-specific neural stem cell lineages in the brains of grasshopper (a-c)
and Drosophila (d-h).

a. Reconstructions show that protocerebral Type I lineages from the grasshopper brain
(not involved with the central complex) typically comprise around 20 cells at midembryogenesis: an NSC (black star), several GMCs (black asterisks) and fifteen or so
progeny. b. Confocal image of a single optical section through the bilaterally symmetrical
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Type II z lineages (brain midline, m) following anti-1C10 labeling at a stage at which 50%
of embryogenesis has been completed. Early in development the anti-1C10 antibody labels
a cell surface moiety of the Ig superfamily expressed by cells involved in neurogenesis such
as NSCs and GMCs, and later, their progeny as well [72]. The locations of the NSC (Z) and
GMCs (white asterisks) in each lineage are indicated, as well as the approximate lineage
extent (dashed white). An arrow points to the dorsal (d) orientation. c. Reconstructions of
two Type II lineages (z, w) late in embryogenesis and whose progeny contribute
projections via the protocerebral bridge (PB) to the z and w tracts of the central complex in
the grasshopper. Drawings are from horizontal serial sections following labeling with antihorseradish peroxidase (HRP) which recognizes a neuron-specific cell surface glycoprotein
[75]. 120 or more progeny are present in such lineages. NSCs have undergone apoptosis by
this stage; the position they occupied during development is therefore indicated
schematically. Anterior (a) is to the top, medial (m) to the right. Panels (a-c) modified,
with permission, from [29]. d,e. Type I and Type II NSC lineages respectively; MARCM
clones (GFP-labeled, green) in the larval brain of Drosophila. Progenitor cells of the brain
express Miranda (purple) so that GFP-labeled NSCs appear white (white arrowheads).
Type II lineages comprise an average of 450 adult-specific cells (range 370-580), more
than three times the average number of cells found in Type I lineages. Anterior (a) is to the
top, medial (m) to the right. Panels (d, e) modified, with permission, from [25]. f, g.
Consecutive confocal images (from dorsal to ventral) of a MARCM-labeled DM clone (GFP,
green). Neuronal cells are ELAV-positive (red) and glial cells are Repo-positive (blue,
white arrowheads). h. Scheme of the DM lineage; localization of the glial cells (blue, white
arrowhead) is distal to the NSC in the clone. Panels (f-h) modified, with permission, from
[22]. Scale bar represents 30µm in a, 50µm in b, 45µm in c, 50µm in d and e, 15µm in f-h.

Figure 3: INPs in the brain of embryonic grasshopper (a-c) and larval Drosophila (d-h).
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a. Confocal image of a horizontal brain slice from the grasshopper at mid-embryogenesis
stained with anti-phosphohistone 3 (PH3) which labels one of the four core histones
wrapped inside genomic DNA and can thus be used to detect dividing cells [74]. PH3immunoreactive INPs (green) arrayed within the w, x, y, z lineages of each brain
hemisphere (outlined dashed white) are illustrated. Note bilateral symmetry. The INPs in
each array maintain their organization and number (5-7 per lineage) for up to a fifth of
embryogenesis. Remaining brain neuroarchitecture is immunoreactive for 8B7 (red). The
monoclonal antibody 8B7 recognizes the Akt2 isoform of protein kinase B and is expressed
early in development in NSCs and their progeny, later in axonal projections [76]. Inset
shows a high power confocal view of the chromosomal organization within an individual
INP captured at meta/anaphase of the cell cycle via PH3 immunohistochemistry. Arrow
indicates spindle axis (always parallel to the lineage axis). Anterior (a) is to the top. b.
Confocal image of the z lineage in sagittal (sag) view at mid-embryogenesis shows 8B7
immunoreactive accessory cell (ac), NSC (Z), GMCs and neuronal progeny (n) (red) of the
lineage along with the attendant array of PH3 immunoreactive INPs (green, white
asterisks). One of the GMCs (white arrowheads) is mitotically active. Arrows point to
dorsal (d), posterior (p). c. Table showing identifying characteristics for cell types within
Type II lineages associated with the central complex of the grasshopper brain. Molecular
markers, spindle orientation and division mode are compared between the different cell
types. Abbreviations: Pros n, nuclear Prospero expression; Pros c, cortical Prospero
expression; PH3, HRP. Panels a,b,c modified, with permission, from [29]. d-g. Confocal
images of DM (Type II) lineages in the larval brain of Drosophila MARCM-labeled with
GFP (green) and immunostained with the markers indicated. (The GFP channel is omitted
for clarity in the lower panels and green dots outline the clones.). d, e. Progenitor cells in a
lineage include the NSC identifiable by its size (asterisk) and the most recently born INP
which are found in close spatial proximity to the NSC and are characterized by a weak level
of cortical Miranda (red) and the absence of the neuronal marker ELAV (blue). A close up
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view of the area boxed in (d) is shown in (e). f, g. Proliferating progenitor cells in the
lineage express the cell cycle markers Cyclin E (red) and/or PH3 (blue). h. Schematic
organization of cell types and temporal topology in DM (Type II) lineages. DM NSCs are
associated with a cluster of proliferating INPs (orange). Neuronal progeny (gray) are
ELAV-positive and located distally in the lineage. Panels d,e,f,g,h modified, with
permission, from Ref. [25]. Scale bar represents 40µm in a, 8µm in inset; 25µm in b, 12µm
in d, 7µm in e, 8µm in f,g.

Figure 4: Mechanisms for increased complexity in brain lineages of Drosophila and
mammal.

a. Type I and Type II lineages in Drosophila. In Type I (classical) lineages, the NSC divides
asymmetrically to self-renew and generate a GMC. A single terminal division of the GMC
then produces two neural progeny. Unequal partitioning of Prospero and Miranda (Mira)
from the NSC to the GMC promotes this terminal neurogenic division by inhibiting selfrenewal in the GMC. In Type II (DM) lineages associated with the central complex, the
NSC divides asymmetrically to self-renew and generate an INP without Prospero, which
enables the INP to retain a limited self-renewing potential. The INP divides to self-renews
and generate a GMC which undergoes a single terminal division to produce two neural
progeny. In self-renewing INP, Prospero and other cell fate determinants are reestablished and asymmetrically segregated to the GMC daughter to its promote terminal
division. This amplifying mode of neurogenesis increases the number of neural cells that
result from a single NSC division. Panel modified, with permission, from [25]. b. In the
mammalian cortex, NSCs (dark green) of the ventricular zone (VZ) can increase their
number via self-renewal through symmetric divisions. NSC as radial glia (RG, light green)
can generate neurons in three ways. First, RG can generate neurons directly through
asymmetric division. Second, RG can generate neurons indirectly via (non self-renewing)
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INPs that divide only once. Third, RG can generate neurons indirectly via self-renewing
INPs that undergo multiple rounds of asymmetric proliferative divisions and hence
amplify the number of neural progeny produced. INPs can generate neurons from within
the VZ or migrate first into outer-more cortical layers (subventricular zone, SVZ) to
generate neuronal progeny. In all cases, postmitotic neural cells then migrate dependently
or independently of the radial glia into outer most cortical layers. Other abbreviations: IZ
intermediate zone, CP cortical plate, MZ marginal zone. Panel modified with permission
from [71].
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Box 1
Identified NSCs in central complex development
The central complex is an intricate midline neuropile of the insect brain that comprises
several modular subcompartments (Fig. Ia, c). Currently, a total of eight identified NSCs in
each protocerebral hemisphere of the grasshopper have been shown to generate progeny
contributing to the central complex. Of these, four (W, X, Y, Z) generate the columnar
small field neurons (Fig. Ib). Four others also generate neurons projecting initially to
associated neuropiles of the central complex [38]. In Drosophila, a total of ten identified
NSCs are currently known to contribute neural progeny to the central complex [24]. As in
the grasshopper, four of these located near the midline of each brain hemisphere generate
the columnar small field neurons (Fig. Id). Different authors refer to these four identified
lineages

as

the

DM1-4

lineages,

the

FPB1-4

lineages

or

the

DPMm1/DPMpm1/DPMpm2/CM4 lineages (21,24,25). These four NSCs as well as two
other midline associated NSCs (DM5, DM6) and two NSCs (DM7, DM8) located more
medially in the hemisphere exhibit the novel form of amplifying neurogenesis discussed in
this review [25-27].
To date, this amplifying mode of neurogenesis has not been investigated in central
complex development of other insects. However, the remarkable similarities in the
developmental mechanisms underlying the generation of the central complex in a directly
developing orthopteran insect such as the grasshopper and in an indirectly developing
dipteran insect such as Drosophila strongly suggest that comparable mechanisms operate
in central complex development of most if not all insects. Moreover, since grasshopper and
fly are separated by more than 300 million years of evolutionary distance [30], it seems
likely that the NSCs and their amplifying mode of neurogenesis were already operative in
insect brain development before that time. Indeed, we posit that these processes may be a
general and evolutionarily conserved feature of brain development in other arthropods
such as crustaceans, given that unique central complex-like midline neuropiles are a
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common design feature of the brains in most arthropod taxa [2,7]. It will be important to
investigate this possibility in representatives of arthropod and other invertebrate taxa that
are accessible to experimental analysis of brain development.
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Box 2
Proliferative dysregulation of NSCs and the formation of brain tumors
Mutational analysis in the developing brain of Drosophila indicates that malfunction of the
mechanisms that control the proliferative divisions of NSCs or the developmental fate of
their daughter cell progenitors is one of the principle causes of malignant transformation
of these cells. Significantly, a number of genetic studies focused on the asymmetric
segregation of cell-fate determinants in NSCs have uncovered the tumor-suppressor
activity of these determinants [62,63]. Prominent among these are the cell fate
determinants Prospero, Brat and Numb, in that mutational loss of function for any one of
the three results in dramatic primary brain tumors in Drosophila [64-67]. For example,
targeted loss-of-function of the brat gene in brain NSCs results in clones of
overproliferating cells in the developing brain, and these clones continue to manifest
uncontrolled proliferation into adulthood resulting in massive brain tumors that are
invariably lethal (Box 2 Fig. Ia-d). Moreover, transplantation of the corresponding mutant
brain tissue into normal host flies results in lethal malignant tumors and metastasis
formation, and the resulting tumors can be successively reimplanted into new hosts for
years [68]. In terms of growth rate, cell types and metastatic activity, the transplantinduced tumors are essentially indistinguishable from one another, supporting the notion
that all of these tumors might have a common etiology, namely perturbation of cell-fate
determinants in NSCs.
Several lines of evidence indicate that Type II NSC lineages, such as those that
normally contribute neural progeny to central complex development, may be a major
source of the brain tumors which are induced by dysregulation of cell fate determinants.
First, analysis of tumor phenotypes indicates that the overgrowing cells most often arise in
a specific location in the dorsal brain hemispheres and this is the same region in which the
amplifying Type II lineages are found [25,64,65]. Second, targeted loss-of-function of brat
or numb specifically in Type II NSCs results in misspecified INPs that are unable to
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produce differentiated neural progeny and initiate tumorigenic overgrowth (Box 2 Fig. IIe.
f). Third, molecular genetic transformation of the amplifying Type II NSCs into nonamplifying Type I NSCs appears to abolish the tumorigenic phenotype at least in brat
mutants [27]. Fourth, mutational loss of the dFezf/earmuff gene responsible for limiting
INP self-renewal causes a de-differentiation of INPs into ectopic Type II NSCs resulting in
an uncontrolled expansion of amplifying Type II NSCs and tumorigenic overgrowth [54].
Thus, while the Type II NSCs which amplify proliferations via INPs allow differentiated
neural cells to be produced in a greater number and at a faster rate than in normal nonamplifying NSC lineages, this mechanism for increased brain complexity may inherently
come with a markedly higher risk of lethal brain tumor formation.
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Box 3
Outstanding questions and future research directions
•

What are the origins and roles of glial cells in central complex development? This
question could be experimentally addressed by the selective elimination of glial cells
through targeted apoptosis. Alternatively, the formation of the central complex
could be examined in mutants that lack GCMs or Repo (a protein known to be
crucial for glia development) [77].

•

What regulates the sequence of individual neuronal types in NSC lineages
containing INPs during insect brain development? To address this question, future
studies should assess temporal identity changes using high resolution single-cell
lineage analysis, such as single cell MARCM, twin-spot MARCM, and/or
intersectional methods for refined transgenic targeting.

•

To what extent are the NSCs, their lineages, and the resulting complex brain
circuitry homologous amongst insect species? Transcription factor expression, the
relative position of NSCs during delamination, and common neuroanatomical
properties of neural progeny should be investigated in diverse insect taxa, to add to
the body of studies that currently exist for grasshopper and fruitfly.

•

Are the mechanisms for building complex brain architecture phylogenetically
conserved? Comparative functional analysis of conserved developmental control
genes during brain development in a variety of vertebrate and invertebrate model
systems should be performed to address this question.

•

To what extent do the mechanisms of proliferation and proliferative dysregulation
of NSCs and INPs provide general insights into brain tumorigenesis? The functional
conservation of NSC/INP regulatory genes in mammalian systems should be
analyzed, as well as assaying for tumor suppressor and oncogene function of these
regulatory genes in mutant insect models.
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Box 1 Figure I: Neuroarchitecture of the central complex in grasshopper and fly.

a. Schematic diagram depicting the brain of the adult grasshopper (Schistocerca gregaria)
viewed frontally. The central complex comprises a group of neuropilar modules in the
midline of the protocerebral neuromere (PB, protocerebral bridge; CB, central body; EB,
ellipsoid body; LAL, lateral accessory lobes) and between the bilateral mushroom bodies
(MB). Many neurons contributing to this neuroarchitecture have their cell bodies in the
pars intercerebralis (PI) cortical region. Arrow indicates dorsal (d) and applies to all
panels. Panel modified, with permission, from [69]. b. Drawing (semi-schematic) details
the essential neuroarchitecture of the central complex in the grasshopper brain. The
stereotypic eight-fold columnar organization of the central body (CB) is formed by the
projections of clusters of neurons from the so-called PI of the brain midline. Each cluster
derives from a separate embryonic NSC. Neuronal progeny direct fibers initially to the PB,
and then to the CB via one of four bilaterally symmetrical tract systems (w, x, y, z). Fibers
enter the CB via its dorsal chiasmal system, traverse the CB via the columnar system, and
exit ventrally to run either to other modules of the central complex (ie. the EB and the
LAL), or to other brain regions, or into the ventral nerve cord. A given cell cluster of the PI
contains neurons expressing a range of neuromodulators (eg. serotonin, red; allatostatin I,
blue; allatostatin II, green). Their projections form discrete layers in the central complex
according to the biochemical identity of the cells involved. Panel modified, with
permission, from [38]. c. Confocal image of a frontal section of the brain of a fly (Phormia
sp.) following anti-FMRFamide (green) and anti-leucokinin (red) immunolabeling reveals
layered neuroarchitecture of the CB and noduli (N) in the midline of the protocerebrum.
Panel modified, with permission, from [70]. d. Confocal image (horizontal plane) at 24 hrs
after commencement of pupation in Drosophila melanogaster reveals four clusters of
Drosophila neuronal (Dn)-cadherin labeled pontine neurons per hemisphere projecting
fibers via four bundles (1, 2, 3, 4) to the CB of the central complex. Note the similarity to
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the cellular organization of this neuropile in the grasshopper brain depicted in panels (a,b).
Panel modified, with permission, from [49]. Scale bar represents 400µm in a; 90µm in b;
55µm in c; 25 µm in d.

Box 2 Figure I Type II lineages in Drosophila and mutants of cell fate determinant
genes.

a, b. Wild-type and brain tumor (brat) mutant MARCM clones labeled with GFP (white)
in third instar larval brain hemispheres, counterstained with the DNA dye TOTO-3
(purple). a. Wild-type clones contain progeny of a single NSC occupying a small area of
third instar larval brain (white arrowhead, single clone). b. Large brat mutant clones
(white arrowhead) are difficult to resolve as single lineages (two or more merged clones are
seen). c, d. brat mutant clones continue in the central to proliferate into adulthood.
Wholemount adult brains showing MARCM clones which had been induced in early first
instar larvae. c. Wild-type MARCM clones in central brain (arrowhead) and optic lobe
(arrow) labeled with a lactose Z (lacZ) marker (blue). d. brat mutant MARCM clones in
central brain (arrowheads) labeled with lacZ marker (blue) are dramatically enlarged in
size. Mutant clones in optic lobe (arrows) remain wild-type-like. (Asterisks denote the
remains of the head cuticle). Panels a,b,c,d modified, with permission, from [64]. e. Model
of a Type II lineage in the central brain of wild-type Drosophila with a schematic of the
resulting clone below. The NSC (blue) generates immature INPs which mature into selfrenewing INPs (red). These INPs generate GMCs (yellow), which divide terminally to
produce two neurons (green). f. Model of a Type II lineage in the central brain of a brat
mutant Drosophila with a schematic of the resulting clone below. The NSC (blue)
generates mutant INPs which give rise to tumor-initiating cells that continue to proliferate
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uncontrollably. Panels e,f modified, with permission, from [27]. Scale bar represents 85µm
in a,b; 90µm in c,d.
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Glossary

Asymmetric cell division: A mitotic division that produces two daughters with
different cell fate such that they differ in cell size, segregated molecular constituents, or
differentiation potential.

Cell fate determinant: Molecules such as Prospero, Numb and Brat which promote
differentiation and the acquisition of cell identity and inhibit self-renewal during
development. In neural development, cell fate determinants usually segregate from the
progenitor to the differentiating cells.

Central complex: A midline neuropile structure of the insect brain involved in
multimodal sensorimotor integration. It is generally considered to be comprised of five
major modules: the protocerebral bridge, the central body, the ellipsoid body, the noduli
and the lateral accessory lobes.

Intermediate neural progenitor (INP): A self-renewing secondary neural progenitor
with limited proliferation potential that derives from NSCs, has features characteristic of
transit amplifying cells, and can give rise to neuronal and/or glial progeny.

Mushroom body (MB): A neuropile structure located in each protocerebral hemisphere
of the insect brain and involved in learning and memory. Each MB is comprised of a calyx,
peduncle, alpha and beta lobes. So-called Kenyon cells surrounding the calyx represent the
intrinsic neurons of the mushroom body.

Neural lineage: In insects, the collective progeny of an individual NSC including INPs,
ganglion mother cells (GMCs), neurons and glial cells.
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Neural stem cell (NSC): A self-renewing primary progenitor cell that initiates the
neural lineages ultimately leading to the formation of differentiated neuronal or glial cells.
NSCs in insects are also referred to as neuroblasts.

Neuropile: A collective term for regions in the central nervous system comprising axons,
dendrites, synaptic connections and glial cell processes. In insects, a neuropile is generally
surrounded by a cortex of neuronal and glial cell bodies.

Mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker (MARCM): a somatic genetic
labeling technique for lineage analysis in wildtype and mutant cell clones in Drosophila.

Protocerebrum: The main, anterior-most part of the arthropod brain, which together
with the deutocerebrum and tritocerebrum comprise the supraesophageal ganglion. The
protocerebrum contains the central complex and mushroom bodies and is associated with
the optic lobes.
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